Term 1 Week 3 – Sentence Writing (Thursday)

Learning Goals:
* I can use a capital letter for the start of a sentence.
* I can use a punctuation mark at the end of a sentence.
* I can use a capital letter for proper nouns.

Write five separate sentences, with each sentence containing a proper noun. Ensure the sentences are interesting.

Topics that the sentences must be about are:
1. shop
2. country
3. school
4. singer or band
5. day or month

1. I like to get my school supplies from Smiggle because its good quality.
2. I went to America in March 2 years ago with my family and it was great.
3. My best friend goes to Brick Farm Public School, and her name is Alyssa.
4. 5 Seconds of Summer is my favourite band, because their music is catchy.
5. My birthday is the 30th of June and usually is on a Wednesday.
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